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DESIGN SERVICES (BuildIt!)

•

•

•

•

Website Design and Development
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

Branding and Corporate Identity
Package Design Development

•

•

•

Print Collateral Materials (Brochures, Business Papers, Advertisements, etc...)

Marketing and Advertising Campaigns
Business Consulting

CUSTOM PROGRAMMING (BuildIt!)

•

•

•

•

Web Applications
Desktop Applications
Mobile Applications
Software Built For You

•

•

•

•

Modernize Legacy Applications
Cloud Based or Offline Apps
SaaS Product Architecture
Scale On Demand

HOSTING SERVICES (HostIt!)

•

•

•

•

•

Website Hosting
Enterprise DNS and Domain Registration
100% Uptime Guarantee!
Hosted Application Service ( Saas - Software As A Service )

IT Services ( Product Support )

•

•

•

•

Control Panel Access
Unlimited Disk & Traffic Usage
N+1 Data Centers
Monitored Server Performance!

EMAIL SERVICES (HostIt!)

•

•

•

Hosted Exchange ( Business Class Email )

Enterprise Spam Filtering
Traditional Mail ( POP Email. Limited For Special Circumstances )

•

•

•

Keep All Devices Synced
Outlook Anywhere Access
Share Contacts, Calendars, Notes and Tasks

SECURE DATA BACKUPS (SecureIt!)

•

•

•

•

•

Simple Network Setup
Secure Data Encryption
Private Encryption Key
Automatic and Unattended
Ultra Fast Backups and Restores

•

•

•

•

•

Configurable Settings
Automatic & Unattended
Stay Within HIPAA Compliance
24/7 Data Monitoring & Reporting
30 Free Trial Available

ENCRYPTED WEBSITE FORMS (SecureIt!)

•

•

•

•

Encrypted Website Communications
Encrypted PDF Receipts
Configurable Settings
PGP Encryption

•

•

•

•

PGP Encryption Keys
PDF or Plain Text Emails
Encrypted PDF's
Styled HTML Emails To User and Employee

SECURE FILE TRANSFERS (SecureIt!)

•

•

•

•

No Recipient Account Needed
File Encryption
Large File Transfers
Password Protected

•

•

•

•

Multiple Recipients
Custom Branded Templates
Auto File Destruction
Statistic Reporting

We are always evolving with new products and updates. We also have a bunch of really cool future projects we are working on. To stay up to date, either contact your sales rep, or join our mailing list.
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Make a statement. Draw attention. Stand out in a 
crowded marketplace. The highest quality design 
makes an impact that drives results.

Stand Out and Get Noticed!

Your business is only as strong as your customer's 
willingness to share with others. Increase social 
sharing and your reputation by delivering share worthy 
imagery and media to stand out in today's media 
saturated world.

Build Your Reputation

Consistency throughout your business builds trust from 
clients and loyalty from employees. Deliver a seamless 
experience of quality standards at every touch point of 

your business.

Streamline Your Business

DESIGN SERVICES ( BuildIt! )
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WEBSITE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

Web design is about both form and function. An eye-pleasing design is only the starting point. For many companies your site 
serves as the first introduction to your company. We know that a good design makes the most of this introduction and 
directs your customers to the information they need most. With proper design you will increase their engagement, drive 
more traffic and ultimately, strengthen your online presence.

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

Website clicks to phone calls. That is the cycle of business today. If you are not easily found online, you simply don't exist. 
Our SEO services ensure your site is being found the by the right people-those searching for your products and services. If 
you have ever wondered how your competitors always show up before you in search results, this is where we fix that.

BRANDING & CORPORATE IDENTITY

A brand as a name, term, sign, symbol, design, or as a combination of them used to identify your business apart from 
others. Branding is not about getting your target market to choose you over the competition, but it is about getting your 
prospects to see you as the only one that provides a solution to their problem.

PACKAGE DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Elegant packaging is no longer used solely by a few elite companies. In today's competitive marketplace this serves as an 
extension of your brand experience. You are no longer selling your product - you are selling the entire experience with your 
product. package design does more than look good on the shelf, it has to sell a product. Our team can deliver packaging 
that is both beautiful and effective for promoting a positive customer experience.

PRINT COLLATERAL MATERIALS

Although today much emphasis is placed on the digital, social, and mobile recruiting landscape, print collateral materials 
remain an integral part of strategic and marketing campaigns. That’s why we continue to create and deploy powerful, 
compelling collateral materials, including brochures, direct mail pieces, billboards, brochures, business cards, and flyers.

MARKETING & ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS

With multiple avenues to advertise creating a marketing strategy can be overwhelming. We simplify the process and give you 
a marketing roadmap you can understand. Planning a marketing campaign begins with understanding your position in the 
marketplace and ends with details such as the wording of an advertisement.

BUSINESS CONSULTING

We will work with you to identify ways to enhance your overall business operating model and help your business make better 
use of existing resources. Often technology serves to make better use of existing resources waiting to be utilized from within 
your organization.

DESIGN SERVICES ( BuildIt! )
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Is it possible to have software that feels like it was 
made just for you? We assure you it is a reality. Gone 
are the days of making software bend to the way you 
"really" do business. Custom software and web apps 
now fit the way you work, rather than define the way 
you work.

Software Built For You!

Your information can be available anytime and on any 
device. Maximize your team's access to your system to 
enable faster turnarounds, better client support, and 
efficient communication.

Cloud, Desktop and Mobile

Eliminating redundancies and workflow bottlenecks is 
possible by connecting different software applications. 
Ask us how we can easily move information from one 
program to another and free up unnecessary wasted 

time and extra steps.

Streamlined Applications

CUSTOM PROGRAMMING ( BuildIt! )
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WEB APPLICATIONS

Discover the freedom of accessing your software anywhere you have a live internet connection. Web Applications provide 
many options for access in a wide variety of computing environments. Access your programs via any web browser using a 
PC, Mac, tablet, or smartphone and remove the limits on where and when you work.

DESKTOP APPLICATIONS

Imagine having software that worked on your computer exactly how you always wanted. We design custom software 
programs that install on your computer just like you are used to and connect to your server or any data source. The 
difference is we work with you to create programs that are specifically build for your company and the way it works. Never 
again settle for software that does some of what you need and none of what you wish it would.

MOBILE APPLICATIONS

With the increasing number of mobile devices being used today, many businesses are turning toward building mobile 
applications. Offering an application for your website, product, or service is a great way to market and connect with 
customers. Our programmers design for both Android devices and Apple products depending on your needs.

HARDWARE INTEGRATION SERVICES

Old or unique hardware can often be a challenge to integrate into your network environment. We specialize in finding 
methods to get your entire system "talking" together and working in the most efficient manner possible. 

CUSTOM DATABASE DEVELOPMENT

We are committed to making your databases reliable, scalable, maintainable, and secure. With experience in many diverse 
industries, see why we’re the right choice for your database development needs.

SAAS PRODUCT ARCHITECTURE

Serve your products and solutions to the world through our SaaS Product Architecture. We provide an online platform for 
today's business solutions that delivers reliability, security, and multi-device compatibility.

MODERNIZE LEGACY APPLICATIONS

We know that sometimes the perfect software is the same one you have always used. We can replicate the functionality of 
your “tried and true” software and bring it up to date in a completely new desktop application. You own that software and 
are free to make changes and updates at any time.

SCALE ON DEMAND

We develop web and software solutions with the idea that you will grow and expand over time. You are never locked in to 
one way of doing things. We create programs that can flex and adapt and change over time with you and your business.
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CUSTOM PROGRAMMING (BuildIt!)

CUSTOM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

We help businesses from startups to enterprises create positive growth and profitability with custom software development. 
Learn how our collaborative approach is the best choice for your business.
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Never miss an order or inquiry. Our professional 
business hosting delivers a guarantee of 100%
uptime so you never miss out on your next deal. 
Customers can always get in touch and your team
will have uninterrupted access to your data and 
application resources.

100% Uptime Guarantee!

We monitor your server for any peaks in traffic, spikes 
in resource demands, or other events that otherwise 
might bring your hosting environment to a standstill. On 
your end business continues as usual as we respond 
and mitigate any disruptions.

Monitored Server Performance!

Ensure your data is secure, maintained, and available 
with N+1 data resilience. All components have at 

minimum one extra backup failsafe to maintain system 
integrity. Your data is live online and safe, guaranteed.

N+1 Data Centers

HOSTING SERVICES ( HostIt! )
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RAID PROTECTED STORAGE

Raid protected storage technologies make your data more secure by storing the same data on multiple hard disks. This 
allows the system to rebuild the data in case one of the hard disks fails. Another example of how we ensure your data is 
safe and protected.

SOLID STATE DRIVES

Our servers feature the highest quality Solid State Drives. Faster, quieter, and more physically resilient than spinning drives, 
they increase the performance and reliability of data transfers and reduce website response time.

DISK & TRAFFIC USAGE

We believe you should never be punished for business success and increases in traffic to your site. Unlimited traffic and 
disk usage means your site will perform even under the most demanding traffic events. 

MULTIPLE SUBDOMAINS & DOMAIN ALIASES

Provide customer or group-specific access via custom URL's or domain aliases. Easily manage multiple web apps or 
content sections without purchasing multiple domain names.

PHP-FPM (LATEST)

Useful for sites of any size, but especially busier sites, PHP-FPM optimizes the flow and processing of data in your hosting 
environment. Serving up data requests for even the most complex systems without an issue it delivers speed and reliability.

MARIADB (LATEST)

One of the most popular databases in the world, MariaDB (Latest) is the open-source technology behind a wide variety of 
uses including websites and banking applications. It is fast, scalable, robust and easily configured for implementation in 
your project.

CONTROL PANEL ACCESS

We never lock you out from access to your server. Whether you desire to observe traffic logs or setup up new database 
connections, you always have access to your hosting control panel.

No Setup Fees or Contracts

Secure FTP Accounts

Automatic Backup Snapshots

Protected Folders

SSL Access To All ServicesShared & Dedicated IP

SSH Access

Shared & Dedicated SSL Certificates

SQL Databases & Users

Premium Domain Spam Filter

DNS Record Management
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HOSTING SERVICES ( HostIt! )

Domain Management

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

SERVER TECHNOLOGIES:
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EMAIL SERVICES ( HostIt! )

Your data can be available on any device, at any time. 
Make changes on your laptop and see them almost 
instantly. Always be up to date with the latest changes 
and forget about scrambling to find your most recent 
documents.

Sync All Your Devices!

Collaborate with your team utilizing shared calendars, 
contacts, and reminders. Synchronize agendas and 
eliminate missed meetings and being "out of the loop".

Share Your Information!

Mobile technology has advantages, but only if your 
email and archives can easily be accessed on the 

mobile platform. We design and utilize email software 
for mobile applications and ease of use.

Remain Mobile, Always!
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ACTIVESYNC

All your emails, calendar data, contacts, and tasks are synchronized automatically to your mobile device.

OUTLOOK ANYWHERE ACCESS

No longer are you confined to the desktop when you want to use Outlook. Utilize the program you rely on with the
convenience of anywhere access via tablet, mobile, or other internet-connected computers.

PREMIUM SPAM FILTER

Spam email is more than just an annoyance. It is also exposes your network to malware, phishing scams, and viruses. 
Protect your users and the security of your network with one of the strongest Spam filters available.

MICROSOFT OUTLOOK AVAILABLE

Utilize the full suite of features available in Microsoft Outlook. From Calendar, Meetings, Notes, Email, and Contact
Manager, you have access to the tools you need to stay connected and organized.

SHARE NOTES AND TASKS

Keep everyone on the same page with information they need and "real-time" updates. See what other team members
have accomplished and identify what else needs to be done.

EMAIL ARCHIVING

Preserve all your email in both to/from formats. Maintain a searchable file to recover history of communication as well
as timestamps and user information.

SHARE CONTACTS AND CALENDARS

Build and maintain centralized resources for your entire team to draw from. Avoid the inefficiencies of isolated
information and bring all users into the loop.
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EMAIL SERVICES ( HostIt! )

Directory Link

Remote Wipe

Sharepoint

Premium IT SupportLync

Blackberry Support

No Setup Fees

Remain Mobile, Always!

Public Folders

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS

We also support and maintain POP email accounts for use in certain situations. For additional details be sure to ask your Sales Representative
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Restore individual files or your entire system in the 
event of a major event. Our backup systems works in 
the background without slowing your work and delivers 
rock-solid versioning and offsite backups.

Never Lose Data Again!

Recovering files from a backup is fast and efficient 
whether you are restoring individual files or restoring 
your entire system. Bring your system up to date and 
quickly get back to work.

Ultra Fast Backups & Restores!

Stop worrying about when you last completed a system 
backup. Schedule backup frequency and determine 

appropriate files. Receive email reports detailing 
successes or warnings with every backup.

Automatic & Unattended!

SECURE DATA BACKUPS ( SecureIt! )

30 DAY
FREE TRIAL
AVAILABLE!

No Credit Card
Required!
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INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE INCLUDED WITH AUTOMATIC UPGRADES

One of the best features of our software is its diversity. It is simple enough to setup for basic users yet infinitely scalable for 
even the most advanced user. There's no expensive hardware or additional software required and no more tape drives or 
laborious manual backup routines.

SIMPLE NETWORK SETUP

Creating a comprehensive, robust and ultra-secure backup solution has never been easier. You will be able to backup 
single workstations or entire servers depending on your needs and requirements.

AUTOMATIC & UNATTENDED

You can be assured our software is working to maintain and protect your backups even when you are away or your system 
undergoes large changes. Backups adapt accordingly and give you a full report upon completion each and every time.

SECURE DATA ENCRYPTION

Our software uses either AES 128-bit, AES 256-bit, or Ultra-Secure Military-Grade Blowfish 448-bit encryption to protect 
your data prior to being transmitted to our secure facilities using SSL. Since a personal encryption key is chosen by you 
during the initial software setup, you can rest assured that your data is ultra safe and secure at all times, and only 
accessible by you. Without the encryption key, no one will be able to access your files, including Triple3.

PRIVATE ENCRYPTION KEY

Rest assured that your data is secure and available to no one but your authorized users and devices. Your data is protected 
by the highest-level encryption protocols and only available to those you permit.

ULTRA FAST BACKUPS & RESTORES

Our technology allows for lightning-fast backups. It will track your files and only backup the files that have changed rather 
than re-uploading files. It also compresses your Data up to 70% of the actual size, and splits bigger files into blocks - 
meaning that when changes are made, only the specific block is backed up instead of an entire file - super-efficient! Lastly, 
if you ever have to perform a restore, our software will utilize the same technology that gives us lightning-fast backups to 
restore your data quickly and get you back in business.

SECURE DATA BACKUPS ( SecureIt! )
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Self-Healing Archiving Capability

DeduplicationVirtual Disaster Recovery

Premium IT Support

Bare Metal Restores

Seeded Backups & Restores Configurable Settings

24/7 Data Monitoring
and Reporting

No Setup Fee’s or Contracts

No Bandwidth Caps
or File Size Limits

MultiZone Protection

LocalVault™

HIPAA Compliant

Courier Service

Servers, NAS Device, Virtual Machines,
Desktops and External HD’s

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS
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Private, secure, and without exposure to spam and 

malware. You can be confident your public facing web 

forms are protected and secure.

Encrypted Website Communications!

Your level of encryption and access is always configu-

rable. Provide the appropriate level for each and every 

form or and communication workflow.

Configurable Settings!

Send encrypted receipts for sensitive transactions or 

privacy requirements. The receiving user will be 

delivered an encrypted email with the PDF as an 

attachment. PDF attachments can also be encrypted if 

needed.

Encrypted PDF Receipts!

ENCRYPTED WEBSITE FORMS ( SecureIt! )
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ENCRYPTED PDF's

Easily handle permissions for editing, printing, and sharing data in PDF documents. Maintain integrity of content and an 
audit trail of any changes.

GPG ENCRYPTION

Encryption processes are necessary but can be time-consuming. Our GPG Encryption uses faster encryption algorithms to 
speed up the encryption process. The end result is you receive the security you need without system slowdowns.

HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE SETTINGS

Your level of encryption and customized options are always configurable. Provide the appropriate level for each and every 
form or and user access.

PGP ENCRYPTION KEYS

Authenticate all of your data communications to ensure secure e-mail communications. You can be confident your digital 
data is only being viewed and accessed by approved users.

PDF OR PLAIN TEXT EMAILS

Whether you are submitting text-based messages or converting them to PDF documents you can be assured your 
communications are encrypted with the same security options.

HTML EMAILS TO USERS AND EMPLOYEES

The beauty of HTML email layouts is useful for newsletters and other branding during your business communications. 
Maintain encryption as appropriate while utilizing this highly effective email format.
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ENCRYPTED WEBSITE FORMS ( SecureIt! )

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS
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Deliver files to your customers or team members with 
secure file transfers. Helps you stay compliant by 
automatically protecting your data, which is encrypted 
at all times--during the transfer, and while stored 
waiting for the recipient to access them. Provide peace 
of mind for internet communications with an easy to 
use web-based platform. 

Secure Communications!

Provides file access, file transfers, and file manage-
ment via secure communication protocols. Private and 
secure messaging prevents tampering and forgery.

Strict protocols

Require passwords to verify end user credentials and 
authenticate file access. Or turn password require-
ments off for non-sensitive data. Either way you 
maintain control over who has access, how long your 
files are available, and how often they can be retrieved.

Authentication Options

SECURE FILE TRANSFERS ( SecureIt! )
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NO RECIPIENT ACCOUNT NEEDED

Send files to any user without them being required to have login credentials. Maintain easy access and delivery via 
user-friendly software.

NO SOFTWARE INSTALL NEEDED

Send files to any user without you or them being required to install any software programs. Maintain easy access and 
delivery via user-friendly web based software. 
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SECURE FILE TRANSFERS ( SecureIt! )

PASSWORD PROTECTED

You can require passwords as needed for files that must remain secure. Easily turn off when not necessary. Either way your 
data is encrypted and safely stored and delivered.

MULTIPLE RECIPIENTS

Users can easily select multiple recipients to receive file transfers. Notification can be turned on or off, and is provided 
when your files are sent, delivered, and destroyed.

FILE ENCRYPTION

Your files are secure by the highest level file encryption. No one will be able to view your files except for the intended 
recipient, not even us at Triple3. Safe and Secure!

LARGE FILE TRANSFERS

Send files up to 3GB in size without restriction. (Many email programs allow only 25MB.) Prevent corruption of downloads 
and ensure data integrity and keep your email free of space-wasting files.

CUSTOM BRANDED TEMPLATES

Send users emails branded with your logo and information. Reassure users they are accessing the right content and deliver 
a seamless user experience.

AUTO FILE DESTRUCTION

Files are available for 7 days, or until they have been downloaded. You determine whether files are automatically destroyed 
upon being downloaded, or if they remain available for the full 7 days.

STATISTIC REPORTING

Reports let you know who has accessed your files and when. Confirm your files have been received and settle any disputes 
that your items were never received.

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS


